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Teye said the program will start with 50 participants and has grant funding for three years. Courtesy of Tribune News Service

‘We can’t arrest our way out of it.’
JMU professors assist in
establishing drug treatment court
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By ASHLYN CAMPBELL
The Breeze

P

age County is embracing
an alternative to jailing
nonviolent drug offenders by
establishing a drug treatment
court with the help of JMU
professors. It hopes to end an ever-present
cycle of jail time and drug addiction.
“We can’t arrest our way out of it, we
have to look at other ways to try to deal with
people who are in the throes of addiction,”
Tim Coyne, Page County’s public defender,
said. “If they’ve committed crimes and
offenses, they have to be accountable, but
unless we really break this cycle and disease
of addiction … it’s just going to continue.”
Amanda Teye, a political science associate
professor, Liliokanaio Peaslee, a political
science professor and a group of graduate
students spent two years assisting Page
County in establishing its drug treatment
court. Teye wrote a $500,000 grant from
the Bureau of Justice Assistance for Page
County that’ll fund the drug treatment court
for three years. Teye also helped write the
Virginia State Supreme Court application
for the new court with Coyne.
“Why are we putting those guys in jail?”
Teye said. “They’ve got a drug addiction
problem, it’s ruining their life and their
family’s life but they’re not the culprit on
the street … they’re not the people that
are causing this epidemic — they are the
victims of the epidemic.”
Teye said drug treatment courts are
“one of the premier” criminal justice

reforms because instead of nonviolent drug
offenders sitting in jail, they’re working and
contributing to their community.
Teye emphasized drug treatment court is
more difficult because those participating
are supervised by a probation officer and
drug court coordinator while undergoing
more regular drug testing and treatment
services like counseling groups.
“The goal of drug court should be for
the participant … to remain a productive
member of society … and to learn how
to deal with substance abuse issues in a
process of recovery,” Teye said. “It’s not
a magic bullet, it’s not a get out of jail free
pass, people have to work really hard in
drug court and toe the line.”
Teye said the program will start with 50
participants. After three years of funding
from the grant, Teye said the hope is Page
County will fund the project for the long
term. Kenneth Alger, the commonwealth
attorney of Page County, said establishing
the drug court gives people access to a
“global” long-term treatment program.
“It’s a good way to keep people out of
the revolving door,” Alger said. “This is a
system developing the whole person, you’re
looking at their family, making sure they get
a job, making sure they’re staying away from
certain influences.”
Teye said she got involved with Page
County’s drug court after meeting Judge
Clark Ritchie in Rockingham County’s
drug treatment court. She said Ritchie was
interested in establishing a drug court in
Page County but said the rural area lacked
the resources to create one.

“The goal of drug court should be
for the participant ... to remain a
productive member of society ... and
to learn how to deal with substance
abuse issues in a process of recovery.”

“I
met
him and was
just
really
inspired
by
his
passion
and interest
in a drug
court,” Teye
said. “That’s Amanda Teye
what
fuels Political science associate professor
me is running
into
...
who aren’t charged with a crime or in the
outstanding criminal justice servants in our program.
community.”
“There’s a tremendous cost for all localities,
Coyne commended Teye and those in operating jails and incarcerating people,
at JMU who helped, and said winning a but also tremendous human cost for the
grant is “a big deal” for Page County. Teye defendants and their families and everyone
said that federal grants are hard to secure else who have to go through all that,” Coyne
because they’re competitive and need said. “I’m hoping that this will really break that
the collaboration of a large number of cycle and, and give people the treatment they
community members to be successful.
need so that they can get to a life of recovery.”
Teye emphasized the work of those
Teye said she hopes criminal justice
around her who helped get the project reform like this will help change policy
going, like Coyne, Alger, Ritchie and and perspective surrounding nonviolent
members of the criminal justice community drug offenders across the country. She said
in Rockingham and JMU.
she’ll continue to be a part of the drug court
“To know that a judge and a prosecutor throughout the lifetime of the grant.
and a public defender can all work together
“I will be elated to walk into that courtroom,
and all want to stop putting people in jail, first week of court and just see the reality of
that’s awesome,” Teye said. “I’m just lucky the drug court,” Teye said. “In my role with
that JMU values these kinds of projects, and community engagement … it’s not just we help
that I have the ability to spend my time this you write a successful grant, that’s just the start
way, because if they didn’t … I wouldn’t be of it.”
able to do that as a professor.”
Coyne said the drug treatment court will CONTACT Ashlyn Campbell at campbeab@
have a large positive impact across Page dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
County. Once the treatment programs and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
are operating, Coyne said it’ll help those on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Homeless shelters in Harrisonburg are only open at night, giving the houseless community no place to use the bathroom during the day. Photos by Chrsitine Brady | The Breeze

‘Solidarity, not charity’
By ELEANOR WEBER
The Breeze

on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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CONTACT Eleanor Weber at weberea@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk

breezejmu.org

“The people who
know best what the
houseless community
needs are the
houseless communities
themselves.”

next project will involve helping those in the
Rockingham County jail. Visitations have
been limited since March, and families are
unable to communicate well because of it.
He said that the SSC wants to find ways to
support everyone involved.
“All of our projects are guided by the
people we support,” Krug said, “A lot of
people think that what we do is charity. We
say ‘solidarity, not charity’ because we’re
here to support them in their own efforts but
not dictate what they need.”
Krug said he’s been involved in politics
since high school and what he’s learned
throughout is that people need to start
talking to one another. He said that what
one learns by talking to those in need is
unlike anything learned in a classroom or
through a book.
“After I started talking to people that
were being impacted, my perspective was
changed,” Krug said. “The reality of people’s
everyday lives is what radicalized me. We
have to try new approaches to give voices to
the voiceless.”
Springer said she’s motivated by the hope
of a better world through her work.
“I want to build a better world,” Springer
said. “I want to see the priority of human lives
over profit. I want to live in a world where
communities are prioritized over greed.”

BreezeVideo

A GoFundMe started by members of the
Shenandoah Socialist Collective (SSC) on
Jan. 22 has gained community response in
an effort to fund a public restroom for the
houseless downtown. The organization has
met its goal of $5,000 and is looking for land
to use for the public restroom.
Haley Springer, a Harrisonburg resident
who started the GoFundMe, said that it
was a mission that came about through
collaboration with members of the SSC and
the houseless community in Harrisonburg.
Throughout the year, the SSC works with
community members to provide resources
to those who need them. Springer said that
SSC has already supplied multiple “drops”
of food and other supplies at the Open
Doors shelter. After communicating with
the people there, Springer said that the
most pressing area of need was for a public
restroom. While Open Doors has a few
restrooms, the shelter is closed during the
day from 7 a.m. until 6:30 p.m.
“That’s 12 hours during that day that
these people are on their own trying to get
something that many of us take for granted,”
Springer said. “We’re not going to give up
until we get this done.”
As this was seen as the most pressing
need, Springer said that she started the
GoFundMe soon after recognizing the issue.
The idea is to get funding for a portable
toilet and handwashing station and place it
in a vacant lot downtown. This would then
be a community resource for those in need
to use.
“My underlying vision of a more just and

equitable world is what drives me,” Springer are done in full consultation with the people
said. “The way we’re going to accomplish that they’d impact.
this is by helping each other out, especially
Hulleman said he holds the same ideals
those that are marginalized.”
as Krug and Springer in going directly to the
Jake Krug and Michael Hulleman, people in need in order to best help them.
members of the SSC, are also working on
“We need to listen,” Hulleman said. “The
this project. Krug has been with the SSC
people who know best what the houseless
since its founding, and Hulleman is a
community needs are the houseless
freshman mathematics major at JMU.
communities
“We put out the
themselves.
GoFundMe, and
Coming
from
the response was
m i n d -b o ggl ing,”
someone
who
Krug said. “It was
currently has a
beautiful to see the
house to stay in,
community come
it’s hard to know
together like that.”
what the houseless
Krug
and
c o m m u n i t y
Hulleman
both
needs.”
said that they got
Hulleman said
involved
with
that there are
the SSC because
solutions to the
of their focus on
problems
this
going directly to
community
is
the community in
facing, but they’re
need and talking
not
accurately
to them rather
utilized.
than just assuming Michael Hulleman
“There’s a lot of
what they need
suffering in this
from an outsider’s Member of the SSC
world, and I think
perspective. Krug
there are solutions
has been involved
to
all
these
problems,”
Hulleman said. “I
since its founding in 2018 and said he was
motivated to join because the organization think the city can solve these problems,
but they’re not, so in the meantime we as a
prioritized local issues.
“I’ve been in organizations that go ahead community are advocating for these people
and take action without consulting the and helping them get organized to advocate
people that it would affect,” Krug said. “We for themselves as well.”
wanted to turn that on its head.”
The SSC plans to continue its projects as
Krug said that this project, and all others, long as there’s a need. Krug said that SSC’s

The Breeze

Shenandoah Socialist Collective funds public restroom downtown
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Thompson (above) said despite the side effects, she was excited to get the vaccine.
Hannah Wolff / The Breeze

Focus on
the front line

JMU nursing students
become eligible for COVID-19 vaccine

Thursday, February 4, 2021
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By EDA TERCAN
The Breeze

The old convocation center was once filled
with cheering crowds and sweaty athletes.
Now, medical professionals and volunteers
use it to administer COVID-19 vaccines, with
nursing students being the first of the student
population at JMU eligible to receive the
shots.
On Jan. 12, nursing students were sent an
email notification stating they were eligible to
receive the vaccine. Another email followed
with a link to sign up to get a QR code, which
is used to check in before the appointment,
but not all students were able to sign up
because of the limited spots available.
As a first semester nursing student,
Caroline Thompson said as soon as she
clicked the link to sign up, all the spots were
already taken, and she wasn’t able to get her
vaccination. She said the nursing program
told her the next opportunity to sign up will
be in mid-February after the first wave of
nursing student received their second doses.
“Even though there’s side effects, I just know
that it is the best way to stop the pandemic,”
Thompson said. “I’m really looking forward
to getting it.”
Sarah Holz, a second semester nursing
student, was able to secure a spot for her
vaccination. The JMU School of Nursing
Facebook page made a post that said 960
vaccinations were given Jan. 21.
Holz said when she arrived for her shot
there was a long line of adults of different
ages as well as nursing students just to check
in. The room was filled with stations of people
checking QR codes and filling out proof of
vaccination cards.
After traveling through the line to get her
card and her QR code scanned, she had to
wait in another to receive the vaccine, with
the whole process taking close to an hour.
“It didn’t actually take as long as I thought it
would, but it felt long,” Holz said.
Once given the vaccine, Holz was sent to
the seating area of the center to be observed

for potential negative reactions from the
vaccine for 15 minutes. After her time was up,
she went home and received an email with
her second dose appointment and how to
sign up for it.
The Central Shenandoah Health District
(CSHD), JMU Health Center and School of
Nursing faculty were among those giving
COVID-19 vaccines. Third semester nursing
student Jennifer Laga volunteered to help,
with her role being to monitor people for the
15 minutes after their vaccination to make
sure they didn’t have negative side effects.
“I have not witnessed any bad reactions,”
Laga said. “But I do know most of my nursing
friends have kind of felt very fatigued and
weak and sore for, like, two days post-vaccine.”
Holz felt a similar reaction after her shot,
describing feeling tired and having a sore arm.
“It wasn’t anything severe,” Holz said. “I do
know a couple people who had COVID[-19]
before and had a worse reaction, but nothing
crazy.”
Nursing students aren’t required to get the
vaccine, and Laga opted not to get the vaccine
until the second round that’s coming out at
the end of February because of her allergies.
Holz said another nursing student she knew
with bad allergies didn’t have a reaction after
her shot.
With the pandemic affecting hundreds
of millions of lives, Thompson said she felt
it was important for nursing students to get
the vaccine because it was “the best shot we
have of returning back to a world without
[COVID-19].” She said nursing students need
to be role models to encourage the safety of
vaccinated, especially to college students.
“Being a nurse and being in the medical field,
it’s our responsibility to lead others around us,”
Thompson said. “The easiest way to prevent
disease and keep ourselves, JMU and our
community healthy is by getting the vaccine.”
CONTACT Eda Tercan at tercanea@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
A "more-snow!" pat
to the temporary winter
wonderland.

@TheBreezeOp
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From someone who finds it
really funny that I've played
in the snow more in college
than I have in all the time
since elementary school.

Stay on track

The Breeze

It's important to stay vigilant and continue to be critical of the government even with Joe Biden in office. Courtesy of Tribune News Service

An “i-like-the-way-youthink” pat to the guy I
saw building an igloo and
drinking beer.

Thursday, February 4, 2021
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From someone who kind of
wanted to join you.
A “you-finally-didsomething-right” pat to
EA sports for bringing back
the college football video
game.
From someone who's been
waiting since 2013 for
another college football
game.

A “why-we-goin'-soFAST?” dart to my classes
and their insane workloads.
From someone who feels
overwhelmed already.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Journalists can't start slacking now that Trump is out of office
CHARLOTTE MATHERLY | conscious contemplation
Throughout
American
history,
a
free
and
independent
press has played
an integral part
in relaying the
message of a
government to
the public. The
media has taken
on a watchdog
role,
holding

elected officials accountable.
Journalists published the Pentagon Papers.
They uncovered Watergate. They’ve been on
the attack against secretive governments and
performed a service to the public throughout
every administration.
Then came Trump. Suddenly, journalists
were on defense.
As the Trump administration launched
attacks on “fake news,” berated members of the
press and ultimately canceled press briefings,
reporters kicked it into overdrive. They fought
back.
Throughout the past four years, the media
has produced countless scathing articles and
broadcasts critical of Trump, something he
and his supporters have resented from the
start.
Now, there’s a Democrat in office. There’s a
president who doesn’t try to convince elected
officials to overturn election results. There’s
a commander-in-chief who shares his work
and progress with the public. There’s a press
secretary who holds briefings and aims to
inform, not ignite.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

Will the relentless dedication of watchdog
journalists continue into the Biden
administration? There’s no question — it
must.
There may be some relief for reporters. A
new age has come where they don’t frantically
check the president’s Twitter account first
thing in the morning. A time has arrived when
Biden’s promise of unity alludes to a safer
world for journalists mere weeks after many
wore bulletproof vests to cover the insurrection
at the U.S. Capitol.
It’s understandable that many journalists
may feel glad that Trump has left office. That
doesn’t mean they can go soft on Biden.
As fiercely as cable news networks CNN and
MSNBC criticized Trump, they must continue
to investigate Biden.
Take, for example, Fox News. Fox News
anchor and Trump’s favorite reporter Sean
Hannity walked onstage at a Trump rally while
perpetuating the then-candidate’s claim that
all other journalists were “fake news.” The
cable news channel then seemed to become
Trump’s personal news outlet, throwing
journalistic integrity out the window. The
company even settled a lawsuit last year for
repeatedly reporting a false claim about the
2016 election.
The country can’t afford a repeat of Fox
News in the Trump era. Journalists shouldn’t
staunchly defend a president because they
share political views. If they’re actually serving
the public, they’ll continue to hound the
government for answers and hold elected
officials accountable for their actions.
The largest threat to press freedom has been
removed, yet legions of his supporters remain.
Many are concerned that Biden has ties to

China and may be unfit to serve, partially
thanks to Trump tweeting these concerns back
in October. It’s up to the media to dig deep into
those allegations and share that information
with the public.
Many Trump supporters distrust the media
and feel they’ve been lied to by mainstream
news. They call it biased, unfair and fake.
In 2017, one reporter stationed a “Tell Me
Why You Hate The Media” booth outside
a Trump rally. His results, reported in
Fair Observer, showed that many Trump
supporters felt that the media tended to
“impose a negative view” on conservative
values. They also reported that they thought
news coverage paid too much attention to the
FBI investigation on Trump’s alleged ties to
Russia.
Make no mistake — if a president does
have a questionable relationship with a
foreign adversary, it should be investigated.
Journalists were right to watch and report on
the FBI investigation. But to avoid bias, they
must also investigate any problematic aspects
of the Biden administration. It’s the first rule of
a free, fair and independent press.
By showing the same dogged determination
to keep the Biden presidency in the public eye,
journalists may also be able to reconcile with
the people who turned away from trusted
news sources in the past four years.
By rebuilding the trust between the
government, the press and the American
people, the country can move toward Biden’s
promise of peace and unity.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Charlotte Matherly is a junior media arts
and design major. Contact Charlotte at
mathercg@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Anime > cartoons
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It’s hard to find cartoons with plots as intricate as anime

The Breeze

Thanks to the wide variety of genres, almost anyone can find an anime that perfectly fits their interests. Photos Courtesy of Viz Media

MADISON ROACH | minute mirror
the situations around them. It makes the
audience invested and becomes applicable
to one’s own love life. It’s rare to find romance
in cartoons because the focus is to entertain
children who haven’t yet become familiar
with romantic relationships and ideas.
Another powerful element of anime
shows is that they encourage nonconformity
by breaking stereotypes and the status
quo to create a message of free identity.
They want to inspire unique people to feel
proud of their differences because in many
societies, such as Japan’s, there’s strong
homogeneity, and people have to hide their
true identities. In Japan, they use terms like
“honne” to express a person’s true feelings,
and “tatemae” is the behavior they exhibit in
public — that’s the reality of a homogenous
society.
Cartoons are better for children who
haven’t had many strong real life experiences,
but anime is better for young adults because
people desire something they can relate to in
their own lives to keep their interest. Anime
is directed toward a larger demographic
and never seems to age, whereas western
animation can be outgrown once a child has
developed a better sense of reality.
Madison Roach is a senior WRTC major.
Contact Madison at roachma@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Thursday, February 4, 2021

characters, giving characters moral lessons
and leading them to achieve some ultimate
goal or overcome a huge obstacle. But it
never fails to throw in turning points that
surprise the audience. In cartoons, it often
seems like the characters are working
toward a specific goal, but the lessons aren’t
carried along with them. Most anime shows
are the exact opposite — they always show
flashbacks to help people remember and to
exaggerate the fact that the characters have
identified with those experiences, which has
made them better.
Additionally, anime often has strong and
powerful female characters, although there’s
often a large male appeal to the drawings
of anime women in sexual detail. While
the art can vary for every anime, most have
incredible animation that make cartoons
look simple and lackluster in comparison.
Anime is also full of great fight scenes that
are drawn realistically yet exaggeratedly,
and they range from gory and violent to light
and fun. The villains are given lots of screen
time to develop their background and help
people understand them and their battle
against the protagonist. It intensifies the
fight scenes and makes the audience root
harder for the protagonist.
Anime has better romance and stronger
plots and incorporates real emotions
that go into romantic relationships and

breezejmu.org

western animation is because of the strong,
relatable characters. Anime characters
have a wide range of personalities and
appearances to make them more realistic
and relatable for viewers. Cartoons lack this
realistic aspect and relatability, and anime
is emotionally investing, so the mood of
the anime — sad, happy, scary or funny —
matches the mood of the viewer.
People develop emotional connections
with relatable characters because the people
writing and illustrating them are putting
everything they’re feeling into their work;
otherwise, it wouldn’t be so powerful. Anime
is much more raw and unfiltered and doesn’t
exclude real life experiences and feelings,
such as death, heartbreak and solitude.
Children haven’t been exposed to the real
world enough to relate to real experiences,
so cartoons rely on imaginary characters
and situations that don’t apply to real life.
Additionally, anime tends to have better
stories with greater depth and more drastic
developments. Cartoons tend to have
light stories without deeper meanings,
which requires little thought or emotional
investment. Plot lines in anime are more
thought out because they’re usually based
on manga, and they use clever plots to
develop the story.
Anime accelerates character development
by strengthening relationships between

BreezeVideo

Japanese animation, known as anime, has
spiked in popularity since the 1990s across
the U.S. for the younger population and
even caters to different audiences, such as
children and older adults.
Anime genres vary from action and
adventure, comedy, romance, gore, drama
and tragedy, historical, mecha and military,
psychological and supernatural. Anime
is almost always based on manga, which
are comic books and graphic novels. The
art, emotional investment, character
development, drama and storylines are
always evident in powerful anime, and there
never seems to be a dull moment. Artistic
style including colors, tones and drawings
are based on the genre and are critical for
story development.
Some are drawn with vibrant and bold
colors and exaggerated features, whereas
others are drawn with soft, pastel colors.
Aside from art, a significant element of
interest for people is the ability to relate to
the protagonist of the story, who’s almost
always human in some aspect.
This is how western animation is deficient
in comparison to anime: American
animation relies on imaginative characters
to appeal to children — their target audience
— which excludes the interest of younger
adults.
One big reason why anime is better than
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The devil’s in
the details
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All class information should be available and
unchanging on MyMadison during registration
LIZ RICCIO | rags to riccio
C o u r s e
registration is
an event that
can stress out
any
student.
B e y o n d
competing
for seats in
necessary
c l a s s e s ,
students must
now account
for changes in
class structure in the midst of COVID-19.
This semester, students had the options of
registering for in-person, hybrid and online
classes. These three course structures give
students wiggle room to create a schedule
that incorporates necessary classes while
accounting for students’ comfort and safety.
This variation sounds like a solid plan, but
many students have run into obstacles as
these new methods of teaching continue to
be tweaked each day.

Unreliable schedules could be the last straw for students. Chris Montgomery / Unsplash

Learning the best way to structure and
conduct classes is pivotal IN providing the
most effective course experience, but as
expected with most trial runs, students and
professors have hit a few bumps along the
road. Prior to registration, students were
able to view all available professors, formats
and sections of each course offered for the
spring semester. Using the given descriptions
of these courses, students planned for the
method of teaching that best fit their needs.
Unfortunately, these descriptions don’t
always accurately reflect what a class may
look like day to day.
MyMadison has categorized classes as
in person, online and hybrid. This left out
further necessary information like if they
were synchronous or asynchronous. Many
students who believed they were signing up
for a class that met multiple times a week,
whether this be in person or over video chat,
have found that the class is formatted in a way
that hinders them from learning effectively.
This problem is especially pertinent to

those who signed up for classes thinking
that they’d be taught information straight
from the professor but must now teach
themselves and turn in online assignments.
This misinformation created by MyMadison
has set students up for failure, and professors
must now work overtime to help students
who aren’t grasping concepts on their own.
Beyond not listing the different methods
of teaching, some professors have also
attempted to change their course format,
for example, from a fully online course to
meeting in person once a week. This shift in
location has thrown many students for a loop,
especially those who are taking classes from
home or who aren’t comfortable meeting
in person because of health concerns. This
shift has also occurred in classes that were
supposed to be in person but are now going
online. Shifting to online has been a struggle
for everyone, but it’s especially detrimental
to majors that require lab experience,
collaboration and hands-on learning.
Although there’ll never be a perfect

solution to creating an effective class
environment during a pandemic, there are
a few easy steps that JMU staff can take to
ease the minds of students and professors
alike. Listing all final details of the course
structure, including location, time and
method of learning on MyMadison, would be
a huge help to both students and professors.
In addition, posting syllabuses and a list of
all assignments to class Canvas pages prior
to the first day of class, even if these may be
subject to change later on, would help all
parties plan for the semester.
Students and faculty have already had
to familiarize themselves with new forms
of technology over the past year. Applying
this recently acquired technical literacy to
endeavors that’ll foster a positive environment
for the JMU community is a great next step in
adjusting to academic life during COVID-19.
Liz Riccio is a media arts and design and
psychology double major. Contact Liz at
riccioem@dukes.jmu.edu.

THE PANTRY

breezejmu.org

AVAILABLE TO ANY JMU STUDENT.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED.
Spring 2021 Hours
MONDAY 12-6PM
WEDNESDAY 12-5PM

Located in Taylor Down
Under (TDU)
Thursday, February 4, 2021

THE UNION-ROOM 112

Curbside Pickup
PLACE AN ORDER ONLINE AND PICK
UP NEAR TDU

For more info go to: www.jmu.edu/ocl
Questions? Email pantry@jmu.edu

BUSINESS
EDITOR James Faris
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Students ride GameStop, AMC stock
surges along with army of Redditors
By JILLIAN LYNCH
The Breeze

CONTACT Jillian Lynch at lynch8jm@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more business news, follow
the Madison Business Review on Twitter
at @BreezeMBR.

The Breeze

Disclaimer: I have no positions in any stocks
mentioned and no plans to initiate any
positions within the next 72 hours. I wrote
this article myself, and it expresses my own
opinions. I’m not receiving compensation for
it, and I have no business relationship with
any company whose stock is mentioned in
this article.

BreezeVideo

breezejmu.org
Tyler Dank, a freshman intelligence analysis major, earned about $3,550 by investing in
GameStop and AMC Theaters. Christine Brady | The Breeze

Thursday, February 4, 2021

Robinhood accused of helping
rich, hurting small investors

Millions of Reddit-inspired traders used
Robinhood — an investment platform
popular among millennials and Gen Zers
— to make trades. The platform responded
by blocking trading of volatile stocks like
GameStop’s on Jan. 28 and then continued to
restrict trading, causing Fitzgerald and many
in the JMU community to consider switching
to other brokerages.

@BreezeMBR

Four JMU students joined a massive internet
collective and made tens of thousands of
dollars on two seemingly undesirable stocks
— an outdated video game store and a movie
theater franchise.
GameStop and AMC Theaters saw their
stock prices surge in a revolutionary affront
to investment management companies
that placed billion-dollar bets on those
companies’ values going down. Reddit, an
online forum, also surged in popularity as
discussions on WallStreetBets, a message
board dedicated to sharing investing ideas,
drove the wild price action that sent shares of
the video game retailer “to the moon.”
Aadesh Malla, a junior computer
information
systems
major,
found
WallStreetBets last September while scrolling
through Reddit before the page ballooned
from 1 million members at the start of the
year to 6 million. He saw investors posting
screenshots of massive investing gains and
losses, often including the word “yolo” —
slang for “you only live once.”
That inspired Malla to join millions and
invest $19,836 in stocks like GameStop and
AMC on Monday, Jan. 25 with money he
got from his dad and earned from previous
trades. Two days later, the 20-year-old was
over $56,000 richer.
“I gambled my money to see if GameStop
would go up, and it did,” Malla said.
Malla started his week watching
GameStop’s pre-market value double to $80
per share from $40, and shares would double
again to $160 later in the morning before
giving up those gains. AMC’s stock price
opened Jan. 25 at $4.71 and fell as much as
18% intraday after ending the week before at
$3.51. The volatility didn’t scare Malla away.
Screenshots submitted to The Breeze show
Malla bought $11,150 worth of GameStop
shares at $82.30 each at 2:47 p.m., roughly
an hour and a half after he purchased 2,020
shares of AMC at $4.30 each. Forty-eight
hours later — nearly to the minute — Malla
unloaded all his GameStop shares at $320.37
and liquidated his AMC shares at $16.25 per
share.
Malla earned a hefty 289% return of
$32,253.69 on his GameStop and logged a
277% gain of $24,139 on AMC. GameStop
shares peaked the next day at $483 before
plunging to $92.77, and AMC’s stock price
topped out that day and sits at $8.97 as of
Wednesday’s close.
“I completely cashed out,” Malla said. “My
initial investment [on GME] was $11,000 and
ended up [making] over $30,000 in value.”
Small-time individual investors encouraged

each other to buy and hold, in part to get
revenge on Wall Street pros. A phenomenon
called a short squeeze sent GameStop and
other stocks skyrocketing, which occurs
when hedge funds’ short bets backfire. Short
sellers attempt to make a quick buck by
borrowing shares and selling them, betting
that a company’s stock price will fall in value
and that they can buy shares back lower and
return them.
Usually, short squeezes are enacted by
large financial firms. What’s revolutionary
about this one is it’s believed to have been
orchestrated by a large online collective of
individual investors that pushed around
institutional investors in a major role reversal.
Individual investors overpowered research
firms like Citron Research, which boldly
announced it was shorting GameStop and
claimed the video game retailer would fall to
$20 from $40. The hedge fund instead racked
up huge losses, closed its short position on
GameStop at $90 and announced it will no
longer be publishing short research.
While some elites in the finance world are
calling the trend mob rule by stimulus check,
meaning individuals are putting money from
COVID-19 stimulus packages to work in
the stock market, not all billionaires agree.
Chamath Palihapitiya, founder of Social
Capital, has said hedge funds no longer
have an edge on the everyday investor, as
much of the same data hedge funds use is
available to individuals and often compiled
into meticulous, multiple-page reports by
bloggers willing to collaborate.
“The media wants people to feel sympathy
toward the billion dollar hedge funds,” Malla
said. “Especially CNBC, who [is] completely
trashing the Reddit community.”
Todd Fitzgerald, a sophomore finance
major and an aspiring financial advisor
who invested in GameStop and AMC, said
he thinks hedge funds will continue being
influential players in the stock market
moving forward. However, large financial
organizations will likely start paying more
attention to what’s going on with Reddit,
as behavior by online collectives may have
greater influence on hedge funds’ decisionmaking.

based on blockchain technology, which is
the backbone of cryptocurrencies. Such a
platform wouldn’t operate on a single server
and would cut out brokerages so that they
can’t manipulate the market.
Other investors, including many JMU
students, are considering switching to other
brokerages.
“Pretty much everyone I know that does
stocks uses Robinhood,” Malla, the JMU
trader who made over $50,000 on GameStop
and AMC, said. “After yesterday, all of my
friends were talking about switching. Some
wanted to go into Fidelity, some wanted to
switch to TD Ameritrade, even Cash App
has [its] own system.”
Mark Cuban, billionaire investor and
owner of the Dallas Mavericks, took to
Reddit to advise these retail investors, who
he argues should do their research, find a
brokerage with a strong balance sheet and
keep being “disruptive.”
“Find a broker with trillions of dollars
in assets on their balance sheet … that can
be there when the fight starts and won’t
blink an eye,” Cuban said on Reddit’s
WallStreetBets page. “If you can afford to
hold the stock, hold it. I am a believer.”
JMU students, like millions of others on
Reddit, are also believers.
“I think that the tables have finally turned
where these retail investors are finally
bleeding out these hedge fund companies,”
Sherwood said. “We’ve all figured out that if
we combine our buys and hold on to stocks
that we can beat out these hedge funds.”

@breezejmu

cash out

The block by Robinhood — which
coincided with a huge drop in the value in
GameStop shares — caught many individual
investors by surprise. GameStop’s stock
price crashed from $483 per share to
just over $130 per share within hours,
presumably because investors were blocked
from buying in and bidding up the price of
the stocks.
Tyler Dank, a freshman intelligence
analysis major, earned about $3,550 on
GameStop and AMC and said he would’ve
earned three times as much if he sold before
Robinhood’s restrictions. Dank argues JMU
students should boycott the Robinhood
app.
“Ever since they placed the restrictions
on the stocks just to help the short gains, I
refuse to use it,” Dank said.
Robinhood’s CEO Vlad Tenev said the
reason Robinhood shut down trading
was because it simply didn’t have enough
capital to back up the amount of cash that
was being exchanged on its platform. The
SEC has standards, and Robinhood couldn’t
handle the amount of business it was doing.
Critics of the move by Robinhood have
pointed out that Citadel Securities, the
Chicago-based financial services company,
invested heavily in Melvin Capital even
though the firm lost big on its short position
in GameStop’s stock. Critics suggest there’s
a conflict of interest since Robinhood got
over 40% of its value in 2018 from Citadel
according to an SEC probe.
Young investors are complaining that
Robinhood’s recent actions are less like
the legend of its namesake and more like
Upton Sinclair’s “The Jungle,” a book where
the meatpacking industry appears to be
ethical and sound but in reality is corrupt,
exploiting the disadvantaged.
“Robinhood is supposed to take from the
rich and give to the needy,” Jack Sherwood,
a sophomore health sciences major who
missed the peak on GameStop, said. “It
seems like these days the app is taking from
the poor and giving to the rich, so it’s kind
of ironic.”
Some retail investors are clamoring
for decentralized finance — where trading
happens without any brokers on a platform
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Alumni share memories of
cadavers from Madison College

The Breeze

@Breeze_Culture

@breeze_culture

‘Grim and Graves’

Thursday, February 4, 2021

breezejmu.org

BreezeVideo

Alumnus David Hillgrove (’79) posted in the JMU Nation Facebook group about working with corpses in Burruss Hall, sparked conversation. Courtesy of Anne Nygard / Unsplash

By AVERY GOODSTINE
The Breeze

Over 40 years ago when JMU was still
Madison College, it became one of the first
Virginia universities to supply cadavers —
human corpses used for educational purposes
— to undergraduates.
Today, alumni continue to reminisce on
interesting memories of working with the
cadavers and how they created an enriching
learning environment.
During his JMU presidency from 1971 to
1978, Ronald Carrier provided educational
human cadavers that were used in any classes
requiring in-depth knowledge of human
anatomy. Today, the cadavers are still in use
by biology and medical majors.
A thread of alumni cadaver memories began
when David Hillgrove (’79) made a post in the
JMU Nation Facebook group asking people
to share their memories of working with the
corpses.
The post now has over 130 replies as of
Wednesday that share intriguing memories
about the smells, experiences and stories from
time spent on the first floor of Burruss Hall.
For many alumni, it was the off-putting
color and the unpleasant smell of the bodies
that’s remained an impressionable detail. Both
Hillgrove and Jim O’Donnell (’81) described
the cadavers as being the color of “overcooked
roast beef.”
“ Ev e r y t h i n g w a s b ro w n , n o c o l o r
differentiation,” Amy Wright Bowles (’96) said.
Fran Smith (’75) commented about her
experience visiting home for Thanksgiving

on the post. She was unable to eat country
ham because it reminded her so much of the
cadavers. “I kept smelling that smell and almost
got sick!” she wrote.
“You could always tell when someone sat
next to you who had just come from the lab!”
Gary Butler said in a reply.
Another memory consistent among the
alumni is the names created for the cadavers.
“There was one cadaver who had two
lobotomy scars over his eyebrows,” Hillgrove
said. “He was so tall, his head hung off of the
table and his feet hung a good bit off the other
end. He had a 13 or 14-inch shoe size. His name
was Abel, and everyone knew Abel.”
References to Abel were a hot topic of
conversation in the comments.
“I just remember one male cadaver who was
nicknamed Abel, and I will leave it at that,” Tim
Jackson wrote on the original post.
Joe Showker also commented, “The folklore
of Abel lives in this thread.”
Terri Schenkein commented on the post
that in the late 1990s, her class “had a female
cadaver we nicknamed Buffy. She had hot pink
nail polish.”
O’Donnell recounted one of his favorite
memories about a girl who left the cadaver lab
screaming.
“There was a student in there that would not
touch the cadavers,” O’Donnell said. “She just
wasn’t getting into it. The girl put her hand on
the edge of the table, and because this cadaver
had scoliosis and a broken hip, when I put my
hand on the leg the hip went up and touched
the girl’s hand. She let out a scream and headed
for the door, never to see her again.”

This negative reaction was also common
among visitors.
“I gave tours [of the lab] for two years,”
Hillgrove said. “The high school kids’ smiles
would be knocked off their faces, but every
once in a while a kid would say, ‘Cool.’”
While the cadavers did have this effect on
some people, it was also the basis for many
student connections.
“You kind of bonded with the other people
because it was a shared commitment and a
shared misery,” Hillgrove said.
He said the students who shared the class
created their own inside jokes, like holding their
noses as they spotted each other on campus as
a reference to the smell of the cadaver lab.
Another amusing aspect to these cadaver
memories is the surnames of the three
professors who taught classes in the lab:
Grimms, Graves and Seller.
“The Grimm and Graves Body Shop is what
they called it,” O’Donnell said, and the room
holding the new cadavers was called the
“Seller room,” based on a comment from Kim
Showalter.
One reason that these alumni resonate
strongly with these cadavers is because of how
much they added to their education, Bowles
and Hillgrove said.
“It was quite an experience, honestly,”
Bowles said. “Seeing real cadavers was really
something else.”
Hillgrove said that he attributes his persistent
knowledge on the anatomy of the human body
to his experience of learning hands-on with the
cadavers.
“Those cadavers were the most amazing

“You kind of
bonded with
other people
because it
was a shared
commitment and
a shared misery.”
David Hillgrove (’79)
JMU alumnus
learning opportunity I ever had,” Hillgrove
said. “If you were interested in learning
about everything, you couldn’t help but learn
100 times more because you could see it.”
CONTACT Avery Goodstine at goodstaj@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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Trend
alert

PIZZA, PASTA & SUBS
1059 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

By
LAUREN
KUHNO
contributing
writer

Where to buy:

Platform shoes

Throw on a pair of shoes with a thick sole
on the bottom and the compliments will come
soaring in. Giving an extra design element to
a shoe and an added layer of comfort is huge
this year. Style with a pair of baggy pants or a
sundress for a more put together look. Ranging
from sandals to sneakers to boots, a platform
shoe can spice up any style.
Converse: “Chuck Taylor All Star Lugged”
sneaker
Dr. Martens: “2976 Polished Smooth Platform
Chelsea Boot”
Forever 21: “Strappy Platform Block Heels”

Masks

While it isn’t something to be particularly
excited about, masks are likely here to stay for
a while longer in 2021 to protect everyone’s
health. A mask is used for its effectiveness in
protecting oneself and others from COVID-19,

It’s predicted that faux leather will continue to
reign and carry over into 2021. This unique print
and texture gives a simple outfit that extra pop.
Faux leather boots pair well with a skirt and an
oversized blazer for a more formal look. Faux
leather pants bring an extra element to a basic
sweater for a minimal effort yet put together look.

Where to buy:

$16.95
+tax

Forever 21: “Faux Leather Platform Sock
Booties”
ASOS: “Gadget chunky chelsea rain boots in
black”
Motel Rocks: “Zoven Trouser In Croc”
ZARA: “Faux Leather Straight Leg Pants”

Totes and shoulder bags

For the person who carries just about one of
everything with them, they’ll be happy to hear
tote bags are in. And for the person not looking
to carry much more than their phone around,
luckily, small shoulder bags are also back in.
Both provide some form of functionality to one’s
day and also work to accessorize an outfit.
Coming in all shapes and sizes, there’s a tote or
shoulder bag option for everyone, and it’s time to
start using a bag and stop scrambling to juggle a
phone, wallet and packs of hand sanitizing wipes
in two hands.

Monday - Wednesday
Large 1 Topping Pizza
$9.95 +tax

Where to buy:

Urban Outfitters: Its online store has pages of
tote bags and shoulder bags.
Etsy: Etsy has every type of bag one could
imagine.

Chunky colored sunglasses

Big, chunky, square colored sunglasses are
going to take over when the sun makes its debut
again in the spring. While bold and bright colors
are in and dominating the sunglasses industry,
black and tortoise designs remain a classic. These
sunglasses can be paired well with streetwear for
a put together yet casual look as well as with a
little tank top and a pair of big pants.

Where to buy:

Urban Outfitters: “Sausalito Rectangle
Sunglasses” with numerous color options
Amazon: “BUTABY Rectangle Sunglasses”
Nordstrom: “51mm Rectangular Sunglasses”
While the trends listed above are all predicted
to be big this year, don’t be afraid to stray
away from the norms and create one’s own
style that allows for comfort and confidence.
CONTACT Lauren Kuhno at kuhnolm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

1 Large
Cheese
Pizza,
1 order of
Bread Sticks,
& a 2 Liter
Soda
$16.95 +tax

1 Large
1 Topping
Pizza,
1 order of
Buffalo
Wings, & a 2
Liter Soda
$20.95 +tax

Combo: Sub, Fries, &
Soft Drink $8.99 +tax

Thursday, February 4, 2021

Where to buy:

Faux leather

2 Baked
Dishes
with
Salad &
Garlic
Bread

breezejmu.org

Thrift stores: A great way to shop secondhand,
thrift stores are key for big and baggy jeans of all
sorts for cheap
Pacsun: “Ripped ’90s Boyfriend Jeans” in light,
black and washed black
Motel Rocks: “Rips Parallel Jeans in Black
Wash”
Urban Outfitters: “BDG Bubble Corduroy
High-Waisted Baggy Pant”

Etsy: This is a great way to support small
businesses and customize cloth face masks
exactly how one wants.
Target: Most people know and love Target, and
it sells many cheap and effective masks.
Baggu: “Fabric Mask Set”

BreezeVideo

Within the past year and continuing into
2021, it’s confirmed that the baggier the pants
the better. Baggy ’90s-style jeans and pants are
taking over stores again. These can be paired
with a dainty tank top in the warmer months or
an oversized blazer or sweater when it’s time to
cover up. Remaining stylish and comfortable is
a win-win in 2021.

Where to buy:

The Breeze

Baggy is back

but while wearing them, it’s also OK to have a
little fun styling them and matching them with
one’s outfit.

@Breeze_Culture

Fashion and
beauty were
put on the
backburner in
2020, but with
new plans in place
to face COVID19, life returning
to “normal”
may seem like a
possibility.
Below are
fashion
Julia Rubin / The Breeze
and
beauty predictions for 2021 gathered by
professionals from Nylon Magazine, Vogue,
Cosmopolitan, Marie Claire Magazine and
Forbes. These are the trends to look out for.
This year, the general rule of thumb is that
if something was considered “cool” in the ’90s
or early 2000s, it’s back again. From low-rise
pants to tracksuits, these trends are repeating
themselves, and the industry professionals are
vouching for it.

@breeze_culture

Upcoming fashion and
beauty fads to sport in 2021
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Rocktown Yarn is the newest addition to the Agora Downtown Market.

Thursday, February 4, 2021
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Magpie Diner’s building preserves a 1950s tire service station.

What’s new in

the ’Burg?

Island Wing Co. will be a health-concious, island-themed restaurant. Photos by Christine Brady / The Breeze

Students should visit these
businesses that survived 2020
By CHRISTINA BUTCHKO
contributing writer

Pummeled by COVID-19 restrictions, some
businesses struggled to adapt to the everchanging guidelines that came about during
2020. However, some entrepreneurs took
advantage of this opportunity to put their
ideas to the test. Here are just a few of those
businesses.

Magpie Diner

This trendy corner diner opened its doors in
late July 2020, exceeding expectations with its
outside patio and indoor modern diner feel to
complete its aura. This full-service breakfast
and lunch restaurant invites customers of
all types on Tuesday through Sunday to
experience its creative dishes and preservation
of the building that was once a 1950s tire service
station. Magpie serves freshly brewed coffee
from Chestnut Ridge Coffee Roasters, which
is conveniently right next door, and it offers a
free coffee and workspace with a membership
or day pass on its second floor.

Dart Resale and Trade

This secondhand clothing store opened in
October 2020, offering its customers affordable
modern and vintage clothing and a way to
repurpose old clothing. Customers can bring
in their old clothes and Dart will offer cash
payout or store credit in exchange for the

garments they want in their inventory. Starting
this month, Dart plans on buying items every
Tuesday.

Rocktown Yarn Shop

Amy Strunk, a College of Business professor
at JMU, opened this yarn shop in October 2020
after years of knitting and crocheting, which
was a passion her mother shared with her.
COVID-19 led her to return to Harrisonburg,
motivating her to open her shop. There are
virtual classes, kits and all the materials one
would need to knit or crochet. It also has
finished products for sale.

Island Wing Co. —
Coming soon

Corri and Travis Loan, operators of three
Tropical Smoothie Cafes in the Valley, plan
on opening this bright, tropical and healthconscious island-themed restaurant at the
former Quaker Steak and Lube. The couple said
they have big plans for the restaurant and began
remodeling the week of Jan. 11. They estimate the
restaurant alone will create 60-70 jobs.
Read the complete story on breezejmu.org.
CONTACT Christina Butchko at butchkcl@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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Hey there!

Happy reading and LONG LIVE COLLEGE RADIO,
Annie McGowan

BY SHENNAN O’DAY

mistakes. If one has a good relationship with
their team, they’ll understand one’s decision
and work with them to solve the problem.
When a problem seems detrimental,
Goldberg said not to panic or worry about
small disappointments, especially if you’re
a new manager. Oftentimes, negative selfreflection can handicap the ability to do one’s
best.
Goldberg said, “not every decision is a
good one, and when you make a mistake,
[it’s] best to admit it as early as possible and
compensate to the extent you can.”
If a manager understands their mistakes,
what caused them and how to prevent them,
it increases productivity for themselves and
their team. Everyone will make mistakes,
but not everyone will recover from them.
Goldberg handles each client with honesty and
approaches each client with an ambition to
develop their talent. He’s proved that the most
crucial part of establishing an artist is to build a
relationship in which he can support them on
all levels. He’s proof that the best managers are
also the best people.

WANT TO LEARN TO BE A
RADIO DJ? HAVE A PODCAST
OR TALK SHOW? YOU’RE IN
THE RIGHT PLACE! CONTACT
WXJMPD@GMAIL.COM FOR
MORE INFORMATION

WXJM.org

CONTACT Shennan O’Day at mathercg@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the news, music
and culture of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow WXJM on Instagram
@wxjm.radio and Dead Possum @
wxjmdeadpossum.

INTERESTED
IN RADIO?

WXJM LIVE
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relationship. As a manager, it’s important to
feel an immediate connection before working
with an artist. However, the connection will
lose impact if one can’t collaborate using an
artists’ mutually agreed talent. When one
works with someone they admire, it can
create a never-ending cycle of inspiration
between the two parties. Not only does that
create an emotionally fulfilling relationship,
but it’s also optimal for productivity and
success.
Alternatively, good artist managers can
recognize potential in an artist
before
ART BY
ALEX
DORNEY
their first interaction. Goldberg added
that
occasionally, he’ll reach out first if he finds
special interest in an artist or band, which is
exactly how he began working with Nirvana.
He heard about an amazing new headliner,
was thrilled about their talent and passion
and decided to meet them. Throughout their
time working together, they even became
close friends.
After Nirvana became a staple to American
grunge music, frontman Kurt Cobain began
struggling with the pressures of a high-profile
lifestyle. He began working with Goldberg
because he wanted his music to be famous,
but he wasn’t anticipating the personal
hardships that fame entailed.
The most toxic part of his experience
revolved around “the scrutiny by the media
of his personal life,” Goldberg said. Managers
need to be able to adapt on a personal level,
not just when it comes to the business aspect
of their artists’ careers.
Goldberg said, “My role for every client,
past and present, is to be an advocate for
them –– if that means less touring or less
media –– that’s what I try to actualize for
them.”
More than anything else, there’s a level of
humanity that needs to be maintained in
artist management. If Goldberg didn’t have a
close relationship with Cobain, he may have
pushed him to do more than he was ready for.
However, Goldberg knew that the well-being
of the band was the only way their business
could be successful. He said he intentionally
built a close relationship with the members
of Nirvana as he does with all his clients to
ensure the prosperity of the group. No matter
the business setting, internal relationships
are a direct indicator of the longevity of a
company.
Relationships also play a key role in fixing

WXJM Harrisonburg

In the music industry, there’s an immense
repertoire of musicians who’ve made an
impact on our culture, ideals, relationships
and artistic preferences. Ninties grunge
music is primarily associated with Nirvana,
a band that formed in the late ’80s and
remained active until Kurt Cobain’s death in
’94.
For a band to reach this level of impact,
a manager must work strategically with a
team to keep the group on the front line of
the industry. More importantly, a manager
is responsible for maintaining close
interpersonal relationships with their artists
to ensure their emotional well-being. Since it
can be difficult to build emotional trust in a
business setting, the best managers have the
most admirable and trustworthy character in
the business. One of the most accomplished
managers of all time, Danny Goldberg, was
willing to share some insight regarding his
experience in the field.
Goldberg is the current president of Gold
Village Entertainment and former manager
of Nirvana, Hole, Sonic Youth, Bonnie Raitt,
The Allman Brothers and more. Goldberg has
extensive experience in the music industry,
tracing back to the impressive foundation of
Gold Mountain Entertainment in 1983.
Most potential clients encounter Goldberg
via third-party resources. Certain levels
of personability may be lost when you’re
introduced to someone through somebody
else, but it’s an amazing way to show interest
in what you need to market: talent.
“It’s a very personal relationship, and I
only work with people whose talent I admire,”
Goldberg said.
Goldberg emphasized that new managers
need to be aware that not every artist will
yield a similar income or pay you the same
percentages. Since many new artists take
time to net a significant income, it can be
difficult to discuss finances with clients that
are less familiar with the industry.
Goldberg stated that it’s important to keep
in mind that “with a small company and a
tough economy, one threshold is that they
can pay us enough to warrant the amount of
time we expect to spend [on them].”
The easiest way to build financial trust
with a client is by first building a personal
relationship with them. Relationships of any
kind can be built up and torn down over time
depending on the communication within the
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@WXJM_radio

BEHIND NIRVANA

DEAD

@wxjm.radio

What you’re reading right now is snippets from Dead Possum Zine, a
collaborative fanzine that features different artists, musicians and creatives
from around Harrisonburg. We are a part of WXJM, JMU’s only student run
indie radio station. You can tune in at 88.7 on your FM dial, and check out
our upcoming live streams on our website and YouTube! Read the full Dead
Possum February 2021 on issuu.com at WXJM’s Dead Possum.
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Like father,
like son

Terell Strickland averages 6.1 points per game, the second-highest among the freshmen on JMU men's basketball. Courtesy of JMU Athletics Communications

Former NBA player Rod Strickland's son, Terell, begins college basketball career at JMU
For any basketball fan, meeting an NBA
player would be a dream come true. Terell
Strickland has been living that dream his
whole life.
The JMU men’s basketball freshman
guard is a son of former point guard Rod
Strickland, who played in the NBA from

Thursday, February 4, 2021

breezejmu.org

BreezeVideo

By JOSHUA GINGRICH
The Breeze

Rod Strickland averaged 13.2 points per game in
23 seasons in the NBA. Courtesy of Tribune News
Service

1988-2005. Terell said that he’s always been
aware of his dad’s NBA connection, but as a
child he didn’t fully understand how good
his dad was.
“I always knew he was a player, and as
little kids my siblings and I wouldn’t really
give him the props he deserves,” Terell said.
“We would say, ‘Eh, he’s whatever’ and
make fun of him.”
Throughout his playing career, Rod
was one of the best point guards in the
game. He led the league in assists with the
Washington Wizards in the 1997-98 season,
and in addition, he ranked in the top 15 in
career assists and the top 40 in career steals.
After Rod retired, he was an assistant
coach at the University of Kentucky for a
few seasons, including the 2012 national
championship season. Terell said that
growing up around players such as John
Wall and Derrick Rose helped him improve
as a player.
“I grew up watching the mentality the
best players have ... and the work they have
to put in,” Terell said. “There’s also players
who came in and were really good but didn’t
pan out to be who they were supposed to be,
so I knew what not to do coming into college
basketball.”
In addition, Terell’s brother Tai is a
redshirt sophomore guard at Temple

University. Terell said that in high school, he
and Tai would play games of one-on-ones after
practice that'd sometimes end in a fistfight,
but since then the dynamic has changed.
“Our relationship was kind of rough
because in basketball we would go at it,” Terell
said. “We were so competitive when we were
younger, and now we’re grown up and we’re
supporting each other rather than going at
each other the whole time.”
Despite the impressive roots Terell has,
he’s quickly made his own mark. In his first
game as a Duke on Nov. 25, he set a JMU and
CAA record with 10 steals. Terell said the
record made other teams take note, and now
opposing offenses are keeping the ball away
from him.
“It set a crazy bar, and people thought a lot
of me right from that moment,” Terell said.
“And the next game I had zero steals, but it
wasn’t even because of me; teams are afraid
now, and I like that.”
On the court, Terell is energetic and
enthusiastic. Senior guard Matt Lewis said
that Terell is always dancing around and
having fun and that it benefits the Dukes.
“His energy is good for this team,” Lewis
said. “He brings it into the starting lineup, and
it kinda gets us going.”
Terell is a key part of the Dukes as they’re
off to their best CAA start since the 2010-11

season. He’s a fixture in the starting lineup,
and he leads the team in steals and is second
in assists and fifth in rebounds.
Head coach Mark Byington said that
Terell has made an impact because of his
unselfishness and the energy he brings to the
court.
“He’s trying to get other guys involved,
and he’s playing the other team’s best guard,”
Byington said. “We like him on the court
because of his toughness, his energy and he’s
all about the team.”
Terell said that his dad still critiques him
on his game. He added that he talks to his dad
nearly every day and that Rod constantly has
advice to make sure that Terell and Tai are at
the top of their game.
“When we’re playing basketball, he’s going
to make sure we’re playing it at the highest
level,” Terell said. “He’s going to make sure
we’re not just doing whatever we want; he’s
going to critique us and help us.”
Terell might be the only Strickland to don the
purple and gold, but he might never have picked
up a basketball if not for his family. Despite
starting to make a name for himself, he hasn’t
forgotten his heritage.
CONTACT Joshua Gingrich at gingrihj@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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JMU Football heads into 2021 season behind
veteran presence of offensive and defensive lines
By NOAH ZIEGLER
The Breeze

BreezeVideo

breezejmu.org
Thursday, February 4, 2021

Raymond Gillespie (center) has made 22 starts in his college career.

CONTACT Noah Ziegler at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

The Breeze

Liam Fornadel
Senior offensive lineman

@TheBreezeSports

“We go out there, you know, and
push ourselves to make not only
ourselves better but the people
that we go up against better.”

@thebreezesports

The 2019 offensive line helped lead JMU to the No. 1 completion percentage at 70.6%.
Breeze File Photos

A common denominator for nearly all
championship-contending teams is a solid
offensive and defensive line. That notion is
seen in JMU football’s success as the Dukes
have relied on its front line on both sides of
the ball in what’s been a successful era for
the program.
The success from the FCS level has
translated into NFL accolades as well.
Former O-Linemen Aaron Stinnie and
Josh Wells will suit up for the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers in Sunday’s Super Bowl, while
Earl Watford is on the Bucs’ practice squad.
But for the Dukes to consistently have
a solidified presence in one of the most
important areas of football proves to be the
foundation of success. For an offense built
to utilize the run game to open the field for
aerial opportunities, the O-Line is crucial in
the offense’s overall flow — especially for a
team like JMU, which enters the 2021 spring
season with a loaded running back room.
This year, the Dukes are set to have
another sturdy offensive line. Jahee Jackson
and Mac Patrick graduated, but head
coach Curt Cignetti has a flurry of young
underclassmen and returning veterans who
are ready to step into a starting role.
However, on the defensive side, a couple
of injuries further emphasize the need for
the “next man up” mantra to work. Redshirt
junior defensive lineman Isaac Ukwu and
sophomore defensive lineman Jalen Green
are both out for the spring, opening the door
for players like freshman Mikail Kamara or
UCF-transfer Mason Cholewa.
Cholewa — a native of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania — checks in at six feet, seven
inches. His large frame will help bolster the
strength of the defensive front, but senior
defensive lineman Mike Greene said the
former Golden Knight has hit the ground
running in the whirlwind of a preseason
training camp.
Despite the craziness of this upcoming
season, the veteran presence on both sides
of the line will help lead the Dukes to where
they want to go: back to the FCS National
Championship. But in a season that’ll most
likely see players miss games because of
COVID-19 protocols, second- and thirdstring players may have an opportunity to get
on the field and potentially rise up the ranks.
“We have a lot of older guys — a lot of
seniors on that group,” senior offensive
Fornadel said. “We’ve had a lot of young guys
come in and, you know, buy into the process,
really. The older guys knows what it takes …
As far as the starters and the guys returning,
I think we’ve done a really good job of really
staying together and staying connected.”
Remaining close in today’s world has an
altered meaning, but with Zoom allowing
for team meetings to maintain the team’s
chemistry, the Dukes are doing whatever
they can to hit the ground running in the Feb.
20 opener against Morehead State.
Alongside players like Fornadel and
redshirt senior offensive lineman Raymond
Gillespie are those who are competing for
the open slots in the line. Redshirt senior J.T.
Timming received praise from Cignetti in the

fall, while Stanley Hubbard — a transfer from
UConn — will also provide reinforcements for
an already solid group.
That solid group helps the Dukes’ defense,
too. In practice, the two position groups going
head to head means the competition level
rises. With multiple stars on both sides, the
playmaking abilities help JMU learn what it
can expect when it faces other teams and their
respective weapons.
“They’re some of the best in the nation,”
Greene said regarding practicing against
the offensive line. “Going against Liam and
Raymond all the time, [you] get a bunch
of different looks … You get a little bit of
everything out there with our O-Line.”
Greene said the D-Line wants to become
more versatile in its early looks and
schemes. He also added that he’s seen a lot
of improvement every practice — seeing
players add moves to their arsenal and the
fundamentals being sorted out from the young
players trying to adjust to collegiate football.
Deeper into the foundation of what this
team will look like come kickoff is the constant
improvement that Cignetti and his staff
expects every day. When a team like JMU has
a mixture of seasoned veterans and promising
prospects, it creates a blend of talent that not
many teams can match.
“I think that’s what our main goal is,”
Fornadel said. “It’s not just me or Mike — it’s
the entire team … We go out there, you know,
and push ourselves to make not only ourselves
better but the people that go up against better.
That’s one of the things we emphasize as a
whole.”
Of course, a condensed preseason training
and the protocols in place prevent a full camp
that the Dukes have in August. It adds pressure
to the coaching staff to quickly prepare the
team and figure out the solutions to questions
that have been asked since the end of the 2019
campaign.
“We don’t really have a choice,” Cignetti
said about being ready for the season. “We
don’t play until Feb. 20, so I’ve got to have the
team ready to play a game on Feb. 20, and I’m
100% confident that we can do that. We can
ease them back into football and try to keep
them healthy and getting back into football
shape.”
It’s been over a year since the 2019 FCS
National Championship loss to North Dakota
State. It’s something Cignetti has dissected
and learned from for the future. However,
for players returning, it’s a chance to right a
wrong.
The national championship game set for
May 16 is a long way away. The road to Frisco
is more convoluted than it ever has been. But
it won’t stop JMU from vying for its ultimate
prize, and that’s to win the program’s third
national title.
“Our goal is definitely to win a national
championship,” Greene said. “We talk about it
every day. We also talk about last year’s game:
what we did wrong, what we could’ve done
right, everything that went wrong … the goal is
definitely get back to the national championship
and win.”

@thebreezesports
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2-for-1

By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

JMU field hockey introduced two new
assistant coaches to its staff during the
summer of 2019. Heading into a season
with an experienced roster and a CAA
championship mindset, both assistant
coaches Anna Crumb and Sam Brown
brought in their own styles and experience
to help the Dukes grow. Fast forward a year

manager in New Zealand, focusing his work players rely on coaches and the mentorship,
on athletes ages 9-18. Since the nation is and work towards goals as a unit.
ranked eighth in the world for field hockey,
The Dukes focus on keeping their
the caliber and type of training is at a different skills sharp throughout the offseason in
intensity than the U.S.
preparation for the spring. Although short,
“Brown comes from a great training every game counts before entering the CAA
program and values the intricacies this game tournament and only the winner of the
requires,” head coach Christy Morgan said. tournament gets into the NCAA tournament,
“Brown has a great ability to explain the putting more pressure on JMU to perform.
details of the game.”
“Both of them come in and bring different
Crumb worked as an assistant coach skills to this team that we need,” junior
at Kenyon College before moving to midfielder Kara McClure said. “They go
Harrisonburg. Similarly to Brown, she spent above and beyond with their job, they’re so
years as a travel coach with K-12 athletes selfless in their work and remain so focused.”
teaching them foundational hockey skills
JMU’s young roster paves the way for
through advanced competition.
stronger connections between the players
“Anna [Crumb] comes from a top notch and coaches. Despite the difficulties
program and was a high level player as COVID-19 brought on for the team, Brown
well,” Morgan said.
and Crumb
“She has a great
focused
on
understanding
bringing
of how to get
m e n t a l
individuals
and
toughness to
teams to the highest
the field and
level, as well as her
in life. With
ability to help behind
Zoom
calls
the scenes.”
to encourage
Crumb
and
vulnerability
Brown work with
and
office
the athletes with
visits
to
different techniques,
d i s c u s s
despite
having
personal
the same goal for
goals, the two
the
team.
JMU
are with the
considered Brown to
athletes
off
be detail oriented,
the field just
while Crumb is
as much as
known for fostering
they are on.
a close team morale.
“Just getting
Outside of JMU field Kara McClure
to know them
hockey, both coaches Junior midfielder on
on a personal
assist Morgan with JMU field hockey
level has been
recruiting new Dukes
a big help,”
to upcoming rosters.
McClure said. “Sometimes they’re here to
“In New Zealand it’s not based on colleges coach you and others they’re there to be
and universities like in the U.S., it’s more there for you personally and lessons you
focused on clubs,” Brown said. “But it helped need.”
prepare me for a much more diverse situation
JMU begins its season hosting William &
that isn’t one sided.”
Mary on March 19.The team will be on the road
Being an assistant coach can be a taxing job, for the majority of the season, but Crumb and
but the relationships the coaches form with Brown are prepared for the challenges
the team creates a bond on and off the field.
Receiving feedback from video recordings, CONTACT Madison Hricik at hricikmn@
weight lifting, running drills and talking in dukes.jmu.edu. For more field hockey
an office have created the bonds needed for coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
the team to trust both Brown and Crumb. The @TheBreezeSports.

“

“They go above
and beyond with
their job, they’re
so selfless in their
work and remain so
focused.”

breezejmu.org
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Assistant caoches Anna Crumb (left) and Sam Brown (right) joined the Dukes at the start of the 2019 season.
Courtesy of JMU Athletics

later, the two are finishing preparations
for the second season with a conference
championship on their mind.
“We’re going to be a big team this season,”
Brown said. “We have some big games in
the spring season that will help us reach our
goal of winning the CAA title and getting that
automatic bid into the NCAA tournament.”
Brown and Crumb worked with athletes in
travel leagues prior to coming to JMU. Brown
worked as a travel coach and development

BreezeVideo

The Breeze

@TheBreezeSports

Two field hockey coaches prepare
together for the upcoming spring season
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40 Moving, as one’s
toes
42 Many prom
attendees
45 Christina
Crawford’s
“__ Dearest”
46 Big wine valley
47 Pepsodent rival
48 Welcome desert
sight
52 Pool equipment

4

1/27/21

53 Hathaway
married to
Shakespeare
55 Actor Kapoor
of “Slumdog
Millionaire”
56 Online sign-in fig.
57 __ vu
58 Law
enforcement
acronym
61 Ranch nickname

Multiple Seasonal Job Opportunities
- $11.63 per hour
The City of Harrisonburg Parks &
Recreation Department is seeking
applicants to fill multiple seasonal
positions, including Golf Course
Maintenance Laborer, Athletic Field
Maintenance Laborer, Park Grounds
Maintenance, and Park Maintenance
Laborer (Days and Nights/Weekends).
To find out more information &
apply online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.

FOR SALE
CUTE YORKIE PUPPIES
YORKIE Puppy. Very healthy, 1M/1F
9wks for more pics, email carolmaxr@
yahoo.com

EVENTS
The Society for Women and the Civil
War to Host Annual Conference at JMU
The Society for Women and the Civil
War (www.SWCW.org) will host its 2021
conference at the Hotel Madison and
Shenandoah Valley Conference Center,
James Madison University, July 23-25.
Student memberships are available.
The keynote speaker will be Jonathan A.
Noyalas, Director of the McCormick Civil
War Institute, Shenandoah University.

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

1/28/21

Thursday, January 28, 2021

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

breezejmu.org

Experienced Elder Care Needed
Experienced Elder Care. Meal planning
& cooking. Cleaning. Hygiene care 90
year old female. Grocery shopping and
transportation required. Must have
own transportation. Driving record &
background check required. Must be
dependable. Weekends required. Day
& evenings schedule varying.
Text Contact info: 540-830-1938

BreezeVideo
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Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved

@TheBreezeJMU

4 “Young
Frankenstein” role
5 Hipsters
6 Pre-A.D.
7 Metallica
drummer Ulrich
8 Root canal
procedure, briefly
9 Classic 1967
Sam & Dave hit
10 Like some rye
11 EGOT-winning
actress from
“West Side Story”
12 Curaçao
neighbor
13 Like candles
18 Prince who
inspired Dracula
24 Finally got there
26 Rat or squirrel
27 Yin’s partner
28 In the distance
29 Employee’s endof-year reward
30 Owie
31 Park seat
32 Start to park,
perhaps
36 Acted like
37 Greek food truck
offering

911 Emergency Communicators
Needed (Full-Time & Part-Time)
Do you want to give back to your
community and have a direct impact
in the local community? Have you
ever thought about becoming a
911 Emergency Communicator?
Consider applying for a career with the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Emergency
Communications Center (HRECC).
To find out more and apply online,
visit hrecc.org/employment . EOE.

Full-Time, Benefits-Eligible Fleet
Maintenance Administrative Specialist
/ Service Writer
The City of Harrisonburg is
seeking applicants for a full-time,
benefits-eligible Fleet Maintenance
Administrative Specialist / Service
Writer in the Department of Public
Transportation. To find out more
and apply online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.employment. EOE.

@breezejmu

DOWN
1 Like blokes
2 “My turn to sing!”
3 Be concerned
with

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only
listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

d?

ACROSS
1 Make fun of
6 Consecrate
11 Like sashimi
14 Kind of acid in
proteins
15 Paddled transport
16 Investment
acronym
17 Later than late
19 Formal apparel
20 Ultimate goal
21 Welcome word in
real estate
22 Prez on a fiver
23 Word with sky
or spy
25 “Gypsy” star,
1959
27 Gleeful Bedrock
shout
33 Happening, to
Holmes
34 Campus leader
35 “Main” road
38 Discontinued
iPods
39 [There’s another
doc]
40 Tearful
41 Food on the trail
42 Ailing
43 __ strength
44 Busywork
47 Caterpillar casing
49 Bug
50 Word of good
cheer?
51 Layered mineral
54 Flannel patterns
59 Salem-to-Boise
dir.
60 Moonshine
62 [Not my mistake]
63 Adler of Sherlock
Holmes fame
64 Stealthy warrior
65 Sound of
disapproval
66 County bordering
London
67 Toot one’s own
horn
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

